
Would You Like To Test The Best Road E-Bike
Under $3000?

Background:

Over the past five years, e-mobility has been gaining increasing attention, with
numerous new brands emerging in the e-bike industry. However, some technophiles
and cycling enthusiasts may feel disappointed when comparing new models on the
market, as they often lack originality in design and function. The true essence of
modern e-bikes should be the creative integration of sensors and intelligent
components with a dynamic bike to provide a stress-free and comfortable riding
experience.

Fortunately, the brand-new Fiido E-Gravel series has introduced numerous
innovative designs and features in a sleek and dynamic model. These new functions
are aimed at providing a better riding experience for cyclists and establishing
connections between online and local communities.

Main body:

When it comes to the market of e-bikes under $3000, competition is fierce. However,
Fiido is an innovative e-bike brand that provides affordable e-mobility experiences.
The latest Fiido E-gravel models are stylishly designed and perfect for city use,
costing less than half the price of other e-bikes on the market ($1599). The Fiido E-
gravel is the best gravel city e-bike under $3000, providing an extraordinary
experience for riders.

The new Fiido E-Gravel feature central modulated, easy-to-maintain, high-brightness
LCD screens with a back-lit keyboard that ensures clarity of information for riders in
any weather condition. These e-bikes can also be connected to mobile phones and
smartwatches to deliver a simpler and more modern way for users to interact with the
bike. This feature enables the bike to unlock itself automatically when the owner
approaches the connected device. Users can access the after-sales services and
share their riding experiences through the Fiido app.

The Mivice torque sensor powers the Fiido E-Gravel, providing natural and high-
precision power assistance in response to raiders pedaling, with a battery that offers
an 80km power-assisted range and can reach up to 32km/h (19.9MPH). Unlike most



city e-bikes driven by carbon belts, Fiido rethinks the trend and incorporates a 9-
speed gear derailleur that can traverse various terrains and slopes, allowing cyclists
to ride uphill and faster on flat roads. Equipped with E-thru axles, keep you safe by
making it nearly impossible for the front wheel to come out while moving even on
bumpy gravel paths.

Additionally, the bike’s simple design makes it as light as 17.5kg, making it possible
to ride as a standard bicycle even without turning on the power, which encourages
riders to ride more and lead a greener, healthier, and more sustainable lifestyle.

Fiido pays attention to every detail of the ride. The Fiido E-Gravel Series is equipped
with an Adaptive Front Lighting System (AFS) to help riders stay safe in the dark,
while the entire bike frame and front fork are made of aluminium alloy to strengthen
the bike itself. The 700C gravel tires are also designed to face various extreme
conditions.

To make the most of the Fiido E-Gravel series, Fiido has introduced a rear rack and
offers a spare bottle battery as an option for riders looking to double their cruising
range. More accessories are also available to fit the E-Gravel, providing more
connections, possibilities, and imagination for the brand-new Fiido E-Gravel.

Key Features of Fiido E-Gravel:

 The First E-bike with smartwatch proximity start on the market
 Unique middle-mounted IPS display with IP67 rating
 Ability to connect to smartphones or Fiido Smartwatches for proximity start
 E-thru technology to keep front wheels moving stable and safe
 Mivice Torque Sensor for smooth power-assisted experience
 Max speed of 32km/h and 80km cruising range
 9-Speed gear derailleur for all terrains
 Lightweight at 17.5kg
 Adaptive Front Lighting System (AFS)
 Aluminum alloy frame and front fork
 Various optional accessories, including a spare cattle battery
 700C wheels for gravel roads
 High-Quality welding, tight and smooth clean-up of the welds



Tech Specs and Comparisons:

FIIDO E-Gravel C21 & C22 VANMOOF S3/X3 COWBOY 4/4ST TENWAYS CGO 600pro/800s

Price $1,599 $2,548 $2,990 $1899/$1799

Weight 18kg/17.5kg(39.7Ibs/38.6Ibs) 21kg/20.8kg(46.3Ibs/45.9Ibs) 18.9kg/19.2kg (41.7Ibs/42.3Ibs) 17kg/19kg(37.5Ibs/41.9Ibs)

Torque Sensor Mivice S200 no internal torque sensor Mivice S200

Motor Mivice M080 250W Rear Hub Front Wheel Hub 250W 250W Rear Hub Mivice M070 Rear Hub

Power-assist Range 80km (49.7mi) 59.5-150km (37-93mi) 40-80km(24.9-49.7mi) 85km(52.8mi)

Max Speed 32km/h(19.9MPH) 32km/h(19.9MPH) 32km/h(19.9MPH) 32km/h(19.9MPH)

Display IPS Display with backlighting
keyboard

matrix Display no OLED/LCD Display

Connections APP & Smartwatch for proximate start APP APP APP

gear derailleur 9-speed classic bicycle chain single speed belt drive single speed belt drive

Power-assist Levels 5 levels 4 levels single level 4 levels

Tires 700C gravel commuter tires commuter tires 700C gravel

Certificates UN38.3,MSDS,CE,FCC, EN15194,RoHS 2006/42/EC, EMC, EN 15194,
EN 60335-1

RED,EMC,RoHS, EN15194 Unknown

Frame Material Aluminium Alloy Coated aluminium aluminium 6061 aluminium 6061

Front Fork Meterial Aluminium Alloy Coated aluminium aluminium 6061 aluminium 6061

Braking System Hydraulic Disk Brake Hydraulic Disk Brake Hydraulic Disk Brake Hydraulic Disk Brake

Headlights AFS (Adaptive Front Lighting System) integrated lighting system integrated lighting system AFS (Adaptive Front Lighting
System)



A little hint and preview: Fiido will also launch the lite version of Fiido E-Gravel at $999.

For more information, please see the link below or contact us：
Website: https://fiido.com/press-kit

Facebook：@FiidoOfficial
Instagram：@fiidoebike

For Media and Influencer Inquires：pr@fiido.com


